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Dear readers,

We are happy to hear from you that The Sixth Sense Weekly Newsletter is successful at fulfilling 
its mission of developing financial literacy and financial markets awareness among public. We 
have been explaining and elaborating the application of Advanced Wave Theory in Indian 
Markets for the last 18 editions. It may be noted that our predictions came exactly matching the 
market tops and bottoms during this period with all discussed stocks hitting both cycle targets.

Last week we had explained possibilities of an expanded flat in Indian Markets. The expanded 
flat scenario can lead to heavy sell off in the markets, so traders need to be cautious for the next 
two weeks.

We have detailed the strategy to deal with market volatility for short term and medium term. 
Our team is committed to maintain high standards of research and provide valuable insights 
for our readers to apply the same in real time markets

Alert!! Possibility of an Extended Sell off in 
Cards for NIFTY!! 

Thanks and Regards
Henna Abdul Azeez,
MD, Qartelz Capital





Last week we explained the possibility of an expanded flat in NIFTY. We elaborated the possi-
bility of a sharp correction in the index following the B wave formation.

Now, the expanded flat formation really looks like a serious possibility after last 5 trading 
sessions even though there is corrective retracement in the index. 

(NIFTY Expanded Flat Structure Possibility Source:www.investing.com)

NIFTY WEEKLY OUTLOOK!!
NIFTY Key Support at 21900!! 
If this level is broken, Expect Sharp Sell Off 



How to Make Sure of the Sharp Correction in the Index?

A sharp correction in NIFTY is possible if we get a close below 21900 levels. If index is weak 
below the said level, we may expect the correction to continue in weekly time frame and there 
can be free fall in the index. This free fall can be called as 3rd wave of C wave as per Advanced 
Wave Theory. The 3rd wave formation takes strength once market loses its support at 21900.

(NIFTY Correction Possibility Explained Source:www.investing.com)



Short Term and Medium Term Support Levels for NIFTY

NIFTY has got its strong supports at 21900 and 21757. If these levels are broken, we may 
expect sharp sell off in the index. But in the very short term we may witness supports at 22076 
and 21994. 

The level 21994 is very important for holding the index up. If this level is broken even in hourly 
time frame index might slip to 21900 and it can be treated as first sign of weakness.

Break of each noted supports will have different levels of impact on the index. A detailed elabo-
ration of possibility for a deep sell off in the index is given below

(NIFTY Short Term and Medium Term Support Cycles Explained Source:www.investing.com)



Possibility of a Deep Sell off

(NIFTY Possibility of a Deep Sell Off Source:www.investing.com)

On the other hand, if NIFTY index can close above 22180 levels in the hourly cycle, index might 
test the crucial resistance at 22353.



NIFTY Possibility of Cycle Extension

(NIFTY Possibility of Cycle Extension Source:www.investing.com)

Index has got strong resistance at 22178 as it coincides with the short term cycle completion for 
the index. If the upward cycle is extended, market must close above 22178 level on hourly 
basis. In such a scenario, market might extend the cycles till 22353. 

As long as the index can not close above 22178, there is no possibility for the cycle extension. 
Rather markets will be open for the deep sell off possibility.



A Channel Break out in BANKNIFTY Hourly Cycle? 
No, it can be a False Break out!!

(BANKNIFTY Short Term Analysis Source:www.investing.com)

BANKNIFTY has broken out of the falling channel and it is often misinterpreted as a breakout. 
But this scenario calls for a cautious stand and one may view the break of channel with short 
term cycles. 

BANKNIFTY has not closed above the cycle target of 46938. As long as this level is not 
surpassed, we can not call it as start of an upward cycle. Rather it should be seen as start of next 
cycle of sell off if the short term support at 46855 is broken.



Possibility of a Sell off in BANKNIFTY

(BANKNIFTY Short Term Sell off Possibility Source:www.investing.com)

BANKNIFTY is also showing signs of weakness and it can lead to a sell off in the index. Break of 
46624 can lead to sharp fall in Banking stocks and markets might find supports only at 45648.

It warrants traders to be extra cautious if the crucial support at 46624 is broken.



Cycle Extension Possibility 

(BANKNIFTY Short Term Cycle Extension Possibility Source:www.investing.com)

On the other hand, if BANKNIFTY closes above 46938 on hourly basis, index might extend the 
cycle to 47179.
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